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Handover Rate Characterization in 3D Ultra-Dense
Heterogeneous Networks

Rabe Arshad, Hesham ElSawy, Lutz Lampe, and Md. Jahangir Hossain

Abstract—Ultra-dense networks (UDNs) envision the massive
deployment of heterogeneous base stations (BSs) to meet the
desired traffic demands. Furthermore, UDNs are expected to
support the diverse devices e.g., personal mobile devices and
unmanned aerial vehicles. User mobility and the resulting
excessive changes in user to BS associations in such highly
dense networks may however nullify the capacity gains foreseen
through BS densification. Thus, there exists a need to quantify
the effect of user mobility in UDNs. In this article, we consider
a three-dimensional N -tier downlink network and determine the
association probabilities and inter/intra tier handover rates using
tools from stochastic geometry. In particular, we incorporate user
and BSs’ antenna heights into the mathematical analysis and
study the impact of user height on the association and handover
rate. The numerical trends show that the intra-tier handovers are
dominant for the tiers with shortest relative elevation w.r.t. the
user and this dominance is more prominent when there exists a
high discrepancy among the tiers’ heights. However, biasing can
be employed to balance the handover load among the network
tiers.

Index Terms—3-Dimensional Networks, Association Probabili-
ties, Handover Rate, Stochastic Geometry, Ultra-Dense Networks

I. INTRODUCTION

Extreme densification of base stations (BSs) realizing ultra-
dense networks (UDNs) is considered a key enabler to meet
the spectral efficiency requirements of fifth generation (5G)
cellular systems. UDNs face various challenges in supporting
user mobility while offering enhanced user capacity. The
deployment of more BSs within the same geographical region
shrinks the service area of each BS. Thus user mobility
in such a highly dense network may result in frequent
user-to-BS association changes, which may jeopardize the
key performance indicators (KPIs) [1]. Several studies
including [2] and [3] have been conducted in the literature
to capture/manage the effect of user mobility on UDN
performance metrics. However, none of the aforementioned
studies quantified the effect of user mobility on user-to-BS
associations.
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Handover (HO) is the process of changing user association
from one BS to another, which is triggered to maintain the
best connectivity or signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio
(SINR). HO frequency/rate depends on various factors
including BS intensity, BS transmit power, and user velocity.
Several researchers have characterized HO rates in wireless
networks by exploiting tools from stochastic geometry. In
contrast to the classical works involving coverage oriented
BSs deployment that implies hexagonal coverage areas,
stochastic geometry has enabled the characterization of HO
rates in capacity oriented networks encompassing irregular
BSs coverage regions. For instance, [4] exploits stochastic
geometry tools to characterize HO rate in a Poisson point
process (PPP) based single tier network with the random
waypoint user mobility model. The HO rates for multi-tier
networks are characterized in [5] with an arbitrary user
mobility model. The model in [5] is extended in [6] for the
BSs that are deployed according to a Poisson cluster process
(PCP). The authors in [7] conducted the HO rate analysis
with different path loss exponents for each tier. However,
none of the aforementioned studies incorporated user/BSs
antenna heights into the mathematical analysis.

In the context of BSs’ heights aware mathematical models,
the authors in [8] studied the downlink performance in a single
tier 3D network with line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-
sight (NLOS) propagation models. Furthermore, [9] studied
the cooperative transmission in cache-enabled heterogeneous
networks by incorporating BSs’ heights into the mathematical
analysis. A recent study [10] incorporated user height in the
network analysis and found that a decrease in the absolute
height difference between the user and the BS in UDN leads
to an increased area spectral efficiency. This suggests that the
network elements’ heights should be carefully incorporated
in the UDN performance analysis. However, to the best of
the authors’ knowledge, no study exists in the literature
that quantifies the interplay between user/BS antenna heights,
association probabilities, and HO rates as a function of BS
intensity, which is the main contribution in this work. In
particular, we present a height-aware analytical model that
characterizes the association probabilities and HO rates in a
three-dimensional PPP based N -tier UDN. In the developed
model, a user could be a pedestrian, a land vehicle or an
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). This model will help the
researchers to investigate the user mobility effects in the ultra-
dense 3D network studies.
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Fig. 1. Two tier (N = 2) Voronoi tessellation showing inter/intra tier HO
boundaries between MBS (red) and SBS (blue). Red and blue solid lines
represent MBS and SBS coverage boundaries, respectively, while black dotted
lines represent ∆d extended boundaries. Tkj , k, j ∈ {m, s} represents the
HO boundaries between k and j tier BSs, Tu represents the user trajectory, and
hx, x ∈ {m, s, u} represents the height of MBS, SBS, and user, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an N -tier UDN where the BSs belonging to
k-th tier, k ∈ 1, ..., N are modeled via a homogenous PPP
Φk with intensity λk, transmission power Pk, bias factor Bk,
and antenna height hk. As in [5], [6], we consider a power
law path loss model1 with path loss exponent η > 2. It is
straightforward to include the effect of different path loss
exponents for each tier, but this would come at the expense
of more involved expressions [7]. The disparity in the BSs’
transmit powers and heights yields a weighted Voronoi tes-
sellation [11]. A mobile user following an arbitrary horizontal
mobility model with velocity v, changes its association as soon
as it crosses the coverage boundary of serving BS. We assume
that the BSs’ antennas may employ beamforming or related
techniques to support diverse users, i.e., ground users at an
elevation of a few meters and UAVs flying at heights of tens
to a few hundreds of meters [12]. Regarding the coverage for
UAVs, interested readers may refer to [13], [14] for UAVs
compatible BSs’ antennas characteristics, where [13] suggests
that the UAVs can be served by the sidelobes of existing BSs’
antennas.

In the next section, we characterize the user-to-BS associa-
tion probabilities and the service distance distributions, which
are utilized to eventually derive the HO rates.

III. HANDOVER RATES

Without loss of generality, we compute the inter and intra-
tier HO rates by considering any two tiers, say, k, j ∈ {m, s}
where ‘m’ and ‘s’ denote macro BS (MBS) and small BS
(SBS), respectively. Let Tkj be the set of cell boundaries
between the k-th and the j-th tier BSs formed by the virtue
of weighted voronoi tessellation (see Fig. 1). We conduct
our analysis on a test user that follows an arbitrary long

1We follow similar assumptions as in [5], where the analytical model is
validated by empirical results.

trajectory Tu and performs a type kj HO (from k-th to j-
th tier) as soon as it crosses the kj cell boundary. Let Hkj be
the HO rate per unit time experienced by the test user along
its trajectory, which depends on the number of kj boundary
crossings per unit trajectory length and the user velocity. In
order to determine the HO rate Hkj , we need to calculate
the total number of intersections Nkj between Tu and Tkj .
Note that the number of intersections between Tu and Tkj
is identical to that of intersections between Tu and Tjk, i.e.,
Nkj = Njk. It is worth stating that the number of intersections
between the user trajectory and the cell boundaries can be
quantified by determining the intensities of cell boundaries.
Let µ(Tkj) denote the length intensity of kj cell boundaries,
which is the expected length of kj cell boundaries in a unit
square. From [15], we have a general HO rate expression as
a function of µ(Tkj), which is given by

Hkj =

{
2
πµ(Tkj)v, for k = j
1
πµ(Tkj)v, for k 6= j

(1)

where .
πµ(Tkj) denotes the HO rate per unit length (HOL)

and v represents the user velocity. Thus the total HO rate is
given by

HTotal =
∑
k

∑
j

Hkj . (2)

It is evident from (1) that the length intensity of cell bound-
aries is required to compute the HO rates. It is obtained by
determining the probability of having the test user on the cell
boundary. Note that higher intensity of cell boundaries leads
to higher HO rates. Since it is difficult to conduct the analysis
on the boundary line, we follow [5] and extend the cells’
boundaries by an infinitesimal width ∆d. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1. Note that the probability of having the test user on the
∆d−extended cell boundary is equivalent to the expected area
of the boundary in a unit square, which can be termed as the
area intensity µ(T (∆d)

kj ). Once we calculate the area intensity,
we can then determine the length intensity by letting ∆d→ 0,
i.e.,

µ(Tkj) = lim
∆d→0

µ(T (∆d)
kj )

2∆d
. (3)

It is worth stating that the characterization of the area inten-
sity of cell boundaries involves determining the user-to-BS
association probabilities and the service distance distributions.
These probabilities and distributions depend on the relative
difference between the user and the BSs’ (MBS and SBS)
antenna heights, which are not considered in the existing
literature.
In what follows, we calculate the association probabilities
and the probability density functions (PDFs) of the distances
between the user and the serving BS, which are then exploited
to determine the area intensity and finally the HO rate. Note
that the mathematical analysis in this paper follows the two-
dimensional approach parameterized with network elements’
heights.

A. Association Probabilities
Let Zm and Zs be the Euclidean distance between a test

user and the closest MBS and SBS, respectively. The user
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located in a 3-dimensional plane with height hu associates
to the MBS if it provides the highest biased received signal
strength (RSS)2 i.e., BmPmZ

−η
m > BsPsZ

−η
s . The association

probabilities in a 3-dimensional scenario are expressed in the
following Lemma.

Lemma 1: The association probabilities in a PPP based two
tier UDN with the user height hu are given by

Ak = 1− eπλm[h2
um−βmjh

2
uj]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ak1

+

λkje
πλm[h2

um−βmsh
2
us]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ak2

, for hum ≤ hus (4)

Ak = 1− eπλs[h2
us−βsjh

2
uj]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ak1

+

λkje
πλs[h2

us−βsmh
2
um]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ak2

, for hum > hus, (5)

where (4) and (5) hold for k, j ∈ {m, s}, k 6= j with λkj =
λk

λk+λjβjk
, βkj = 1

βjk
= (BkPkBjPj

)2/η , hum = |hu − hm|, and
hus = |hu − hs|.

Proof: See Appendix A.

B. Service Distance Distribution

In this section, we calculate the distributions of the distances
between the test user and the serving macro and small BSs,
which are subsequently used to obtain the area intensities.
Note that the distance distributions are characterized here by
ordering the BSs w.r.t. to their heights. The service distance
distributions are given by the following Lemma.

Lemma 2: Let Xk, k ∈ {m, s}, be the horizontal distance
between the test user and the serving BS given that the
association is with the k-th tier BS. Then the PDFs of the
horizontal distances between the test user and the serving
macro and small BSs are given by

fXm
(x) =


2πλm

Am1
xe−πλmx

2

, for 0 ≤ x ≤ Lm

2πλm

Am2
xe−πx

2(λm+λsPβsm)−πλs(h
2
umβsm−h2

us),

for Lm ≤ x ≤ ∞
(6)

fXs
(x) =


2πλs

As1
xe−πλsx

2

, for 0 ≤ x ≤ Ls

2πλs

As2
xe−πx

2(λs+λmPms)−πλm(h2
usβms−h2

um),

for Ls ≤ x ≤ ∞
(7)

where fXm
(x) and fXs

(x) represent the service distance
distributions for the MBS and SBS cases, respectively, while
Lm and Ls are given by

Lm =

{√
h2

usβms − h2
um, for hum ≤ hus

0 , otherwise

Ls =

{√
h2

umβsm − h2
us, for hum > hus

0 , otherwise

2As in [5]–[7], [16], [17], we consider a widely accepted maximum biased
received power (BRP) based association rule that does not depend on the
BS antenna characteristics e.g. aperture and radiation pattern. As mentioned
earlier, interested readers may refer to [13], [14] to study BSs’ antennas
compatibility with a wide range of user heights.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS IN ACCORDANCE WITH [18]

Parameter Value Parameter Value

MBS Power Pm: 46 dBm SBS Power Ps: 24 dBm

MBS λm: 3 BS/km2 SBS intensity λs: 10 BS/km2

MBS height hm: 40 m SBS height hs: 25 m

User velocity v: 30 km/h Path loss exponent η: 4

Proof: See Appendix B.
Since we have computed the service distance distributions, we
can now characterize the area intensity of the cell boundaries,
which is required to calculate the HO rates. Note that the area
intensity of cell boundary refers to the probability of having
any arbitrary point on the extended cell boundary in a unit
square.

C. Area Intensities
In this section, we calculate the area intensity of the cell

boundaries. As mentioned earlier, Tkj corresponds to the set
of points where the biased received power from the two neigh-
boring BSs is same. Let us assume that the test user located at
0= (0, 0, hu) is connected to the MBS located at (r0, 0, hm).
Let (x0, y0, hs) denote the position of a neighboring SBS that
provides the best biased RSS among all SBSs. Then Tkj could
be any point (x, y) on the trace of cell boundary between
macro and small BSs, which can be defined as

Tkj =

{
(x, y)

∣∣∣∣ BmPm

[(x− r0)2 + y2 + h2
um]η/2

=

BsPs

[(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2 + h2
us]

η/2

}
. (8)

We can now extend the cell boundaries by ∆d, which leads
to the extended cell boundaries defined as

T (∆d)
kj = {u|∃v ∈ Tkj , s.t. |u− v| < ∆d} . (9)

Now, we calculate the probability of having the test user on
the extended cell boundary given that the user is connected to
the tier-k BS, which is given by the following Lemma.

Lemma 3: Let a test user located at 0 lie on T (∆d)
kj while

being served by the tier-k BS located at rk, then the condi-
tional probability that 0 ∈ T (∆d)

kj is given by

P[0∈T (∆d)
kj |X=rk, n=k]=2λj∆dϑ(αkj , rk)+O(∆d2) (10)

where n ∈ {m, s} represents the associated tier, O(.) denotes
the Big O function, and ϑ(αkj , rk) is given in (11).

Proof: See Appendix C.
The special case of having the user and the BSs’ antennas
at the same height reduces Lemma 3 into much simpler
expression as shown in the next corollary.

Corollary 1: In the special case of hum = hus = 0, P[0 ∈
T (∆d)
kj |X = rk, n = k] is given by

P[0 ∈ T (∆d)
kj |X=rk, n=k] =

2λj∆drk
βkj

π∫
0

√
βkj + 1− 2

√
βkj cos θdθ +O(∆d2). (12)
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ϑ(αkj , rk) =


1
βkj

π∫
0

√
r2
k(βkj + 1) + h2

ukβkj − h2
ujβ

2
kj − 2βkjrk cos θ

√
r2k+h2

uk

βkj
− h2

ujdθ for k 6= j

x
∫ π

0

√
2− 2 cos θdθ = 4x for k = j

(11)

Note that (12) corresponds to the two tier case in [5]. Since we
have calculated the probability that 0 ∈ T (∆d)

kj conditioned on
the current association (Lemma 3), we can now determine the
area intensity µ(T (∆d)

kj ) of the ∆d−extended cell boundaries
T (∆d)
kj , which is given in the next theorem.
Theorem 1: The area intensity or the probability of having

any arbitrary point on the ∆d−extended inter-tier cell bound-
aries is given in (13)3.

Proof: See Appendix D.
Corollary 2: The area intensity of ∆d−extended intra-tier

cell boundaries can be obtained by setting k = j in (13) and
is given in (14).
Note that (14) refers to the intra-tier HO scenario where the
user height is different from that of serving/target BS. The
area intensities of the cell boundaries computed in Theorem 1
and Corollary 2 can now be exploited to determine the inter
and intra-tier HO rates, respectively. First, we calculate the
length intensity from the area intensity as shown in (3) and
then substitute the result in (1) to obtain the HO rates.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we show the association probabilities and
HO rates as functions of user height and SBS intensity with
the simulation parameters summarized in Table I. Regarding
the simulation environment, we consider a network area of
25x25 km2 and generate the BSs’ locations via a PPP dis-
tribution. Then we consider a user at height hu following
an arbitrary horizontal mobility model with the step size of
10m. At every step, the user collects RSS information from
all neighboring BSs and associates according to the best-RRS
rule. We then calculate the overall association probabilities and
handover rates using Monte-Carlo simulations by repeating the
aforementioned procedure during each iteration.

Figs. 2 to 4 show the association probabilities and HO rates
with lines and markers representing analysis and simulations
results, respectively. Fig. 2 depicts the monotonically increas-
ing MBS association probabilities with the increase in the user
height. This is due to the fact that the SBSs transmit with lower
power, which results in reduced coverage areas. Moreover, it
is evident from Fig. 2 that the altitude of 235m provides a
balanced network operation. On the other hand, the altitude of
250m overloads the MBS with 10% more traffic. Fig. 3 depicts
the HO rates for constant and varying user heights. Note that
HOL′Total refers to the conventional total HO rate where there
exists no disparity among the user and BSs heights. Despite
the decreasing overall HO rate with the increasing user height,
Fig. 3 marks MBSs as bearing the increasing HO trend. This
is because we assume that hm > hs and Pm > Ps, which

3As in [10], it is difficult to find a closed form solution for height-aware
models. Therefore, numerical evaluation is performed to solve (13).

is the practical scenario. Thus there arises a need to provide
an additional signalling capacity to facilitate macro-to-macro
HOs in the scenarios where the relative difference between the
user and the BSs’ antenna heights is not negligible. However,
biasing can be employed to balance the HO signalling load
between the two tiers. Fig. 4 epitomizes the HO rates with
varying SBS intensity and the biasing factors of 0 dB and 6
dB. It is evident from the trends that the 6 dB bias in SBSs
results in balancing the inter and intra-tier HO rates.

V. CONCLUSION

This article characterizes the association probabilities and
inter/intra tier HO rates in N -tier UDN by incorporating
user/BSs antenna heights into the mathematical analysis. The
proposed analytical model can be applied to various practical
scenarios where the user could be a land vehicle or an aerial
vehicle. In particular, we study the impact of user height on
the association probabilities and HO rate, and validate our
model via Monte Carlo simulations. The numerical results
show decrease in the overall HO rate with the increase in the
user height while giving rise to the macro-to-macro HO rate,
which can be balanced by adding a positive bias to the SBSs.
By the virtue of this model, some HO management techniques
could be investigated to minimize the effect of HO rate on the
UDN KPIs. As a future work, we will study more advanced
propagation and fading models for user-to-BS associations and
HO rates.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Let Rm =
√
Z2

m − h2
um be the horizontal distance between

the MBS and the test user. Then the distribution of Zm can
be calculated as

FZm
(x) = P[Rm ≤

√
x2 − h2

um ]

(a)
= 1− e−πλm(x2−h2

um), hum < x <∞, (15)

where (a) follows from the null probability of PPP. Similarly,
the distribution of Zs is given by

FZs(x) = 1− e−πλs(x
2−h2

us), hus < x <∞, (16)

For the macro association probability Am, we first write

Am = P[BmPmZ
−η
m > BsPsZ

−η
s ]

= EZm

{
P[Zs >

(
BsPs

BmPm

)1/η

Zm]

}
(17)

Then we solve (17) by exploiting the fact that
P [Zs > ( BsPs

BmPm
)1/ηZm] = 1 over the range

hum ≤ Zm ≤ hus

(
BmPm

BsPs

)1/η
and P [Zs > ( Ps

Pm
)1/ηZm] =

e−πλs[(
BsPs
BmPm

)2/ηZ2
m−h

2
us] over the range hus

(
BmPm

BsPs

)1/η
<
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µ(T (∆d)
kj ) =



∞∫
√
h2
usβms−h2

um

2λj∆dϑ(αkj , x)fXm
(x)dx+

∞∫
0

2λk∆dϑ(αjk, x)fXs
(x)dx+O(∆d2), for hum ≤ hus

∞∫
0

2λj∆dϑ(αkj , x)fXm
(x)dx+

∞∫
√
h2
umβsm−h2

us

2λk∆dϑ(αjk, x)fXs
(x)dx+O(∆d2), for hum > hus

(13)

µ(T (∆d)
kk ) =

∫ Lk

0

2λk∆dϑ(αkk, x)fXk(x)dx+

∫ ∞
Lk

2λk∆dϑ(αkk, x)fXk(x)dx (14)
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Fig. 2. MBS and SBS association probabilities versus user height.
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Zm < ∞ given that hum ≤ hus. In case of hum > hus, then
P [Zs > ( BsPs

BmPm
)1/ηZm] = e−πλs[(

BsPs
BmPm

)2/ηZ2
m−h

2
us] over the

range hum < Zm < ∞. A similar approach is followed to
calculate the SBS association probability As.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2

In order to calculate the distance distribution, we first
calculate the complementary cumulative distribution function
(CCDF) given that the user associates with the k-th tier,
k ∈ {m, s}.

P[Xk > x] = P[Rk > x
∣∣n = k] =

P[Rk > x, n = k]

P[n = k]
(18)
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Fig. 4. Handover rates versus SBS intensity with Bsm = Bs
Bm

.

where P[n = k] = Ak, which is given in Lemma 1. The joint
distribution P[Rk > x, n = k] is calculated as follows

P[Rk>x, n=k]=P[Rk> x,BkPkZ
−η
k >BjPjZ

−η
j ]

(b)
=

∫ ∞
x

e−πλj [βjk(x2+h2
uk)−h2

uj ]fRk(x)dx (19)

where (b) follows from the null probability of PPP with
fRk(x) = 2πλkxe

−πλkx2

. Now fXk(x) is calculated by
substituting (19) in (18) and invoking Ak given in (4) and
(5) conditioned on the heights i.e., hum and hus, and then
taking the derivative w.r.t. x.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF LEMMA 3

Let S be the location of tier-j SBS such that the condition
0 ∈ T (∆d)

kj is satisfied. Mathematically, we can define S as
S = {x0, y0|d < ∆d} (20)

where d is the distance between 0 and T (∆d)
kj , which

is calculated by the mathematical manipulation of
(8). It is worth mentioning that T (∆d)

kj represents
a circle centered at [βmsx0−r0

βms−1 , βmsy0
βms−1 ] with radius√

βms(r20+x2
0+y20−2x0r0+h2

um+h2
us−

h2um
βms
−h2

usβms)

βms−1 . Thus the
distance from 0 to the trace is given by

d =

√
(βmsx0 − r0)2 + β2

msy
2
0

βms − 1
−√

βms(r2
0 + x2

0 + y2
0 − 2x0r0 + h2

um + h2
us −

h2
um
βms
− h2

usβms)

βms − 1
(21)
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Substituting (21) in (20) and transforming (x0, y0) to the polar
coordinates (r, θ) yields

S =

{
(r, θ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣r2 − r2
0

βms
− h2

um

βms
+ h2

us

∣∣∣∣ < 2∆d

βms

[
r2
0(1 +βms)+

h2
umβms−h2

usβ
2
ms−2βmsr0 cos(θ)

√
r2
0 + h2

um

βms
−h2

us+O(∆d2)

]1/2

It is worth stating that there is no tier-j BS between 0 and√
r20+h2

um

βms
−h2

us. This implies that S represents a ring region
with area given by

SA =
2∆d

βms

∫ π

0

[
r2
0(1 +βms) + h2

umβms−

h2
usβ

2
ms−2βmsr0 cos(θ)

√
r2
0 + h2

um

βms
− h2

us

]1/2

dθ+O(∆d2)

where SA can be written as

SA = 2∆dϑ(αkj , rk) +O(∆d2) (22)

Now P[0 ∈ T (∆d)
kj |X = rk, n = k] is calculated using the fact

that there is at least one tier-j BS in S, which is given by

P[0 ∈ T (∆d)
kj |X=rk, n=k] = 1− e−λjSA

= 2λj∆dϑ(αkj , rk) +O(∆d2) (23)

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Let µ(T (∆d)
kj ) be the area intensity of cell boundaries, which

is equal to the probability of having an arbitrary point in a unit
square. This implies that

µ(T (∆d)
kj ) = P[0 ∈ T (∆d)

kj ]

=

∫
rm∈Sm

P[0 ∈ T (∆d)
kj |X = rm, n = k]fX(rm|n = k)P[n = k]drm

+

∫
rs∈Ss

P[0 ∈ T (∆d)
kj |X = rs, n = j]fX(rs|n = j)P[n = j]drs (24)

where the integration regions Sm and Ss correspond to the
heights dependent boundaries given in (6) and (7), respectively.
The theorem is proved by the substitution of (4), (5), (6), (7),
and (10) in (24).
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